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Education to understand the world and change it for the better  
 
This is our school plan, which informs this policy: 
 

 
 

Our plan for education to understand the world and change it for the better 
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 Thomas Tallis is a creative comprehensive school committed to a broad and balanced entitlement curriculum.  

Evidence informed, we use excellent teaching, data, and CPD to build quality, fairness and success for our young 
people for the long term.  Literacy and numeracy across the curriculum enhance progress for everyone. Research and 
development focuses our thinking and improves our teaching and learning. We scrutinise our achievements and seek 
to improve them for all of our children. Our Habits of persistence, discipline, imagination, inquisitiveness and 
collaboration permeate everything we do.  All our achievement and curriculum plans are based on this.  
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Inclusive Tallis enables our young people to understand themselves in a happy community characterised by positive 
peer pressure. Decision-making humanely balances the needs of individuals in community: we look for creative 
solutions to problems.  We use feedback in all aspects of our life to develop young people’s independence and 
improve our service.  Our character values, which help develop character for learning as well as personal development 
are fairness, honesty, kindness, respect and optimism.  They permeate everything we do. All our inclusion plans are 
based on this. 
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e  Community Tallis aims to commission, sustain and model the best possible context for our students and our school to 
learn and grow, seeking enrichment and cultural capital for all our students. We know, understand and work with our 
community inside and outside school. We work in a national context with local knowledge of how students and staff 
flourish.  We are committed to sharing and collaborating with other schools for the common good. Governors support 
our strengths and challenge strategically.  Our community framework of connecting, communicating and 
collaborating permeates everything we do. 
All of our community and resourcing plans are based on this.  
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We are committed to developing our pedagogy with a clear set of 
values in mind. The relationship between these values, our 
pedagogy and beliefs about education, and the culture of the 
school is what we call our Tallis Praxis:  
 
Values + Theory + Action = Praxis. 
 
We have created a set of statements that aim to outline the 
qualities expected of Tallis teachers. They are drawn from 
research about teacher effectiveness and shaped by our commitment to evidence-informed 
practice combined with our particular values as a school.  We aim to maintain a sensible balance 
between the various domains within which teachers operate: 
 
 

 
 
This policy is informed by the research of Coe et al (2014), which reviews over 200 pieces of 
research to identify the elements of teaching with the strongest evidence of improving attainment, 
and suggests six common components that can be seen as offering a ‘starter kit’ for thinking 
about effective pedagogy. Good quality teaching will likely involve a combination of these 
attributes manifested at different times; the very best teachers are those that demonstrate all 
of these features. In order of how strong the evidence is in showing that focusing on them can 
improve student outcomes, and mapped onto our three domains they are: 
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VALUES (Our beliefs about teaching) 
Tallis teachers: 

• Are well qualified, passionate subject specialists with deep knowledge and a secure 
understanding of our discipline 

• Are confident in articulating and applying our values, beliefs and theories about education 
in order to further develop Tallis Praxis 

• Are committed to our ongoing professional development 
• Are disciplined teacher-researchers who participate in a professional, collegiate 

community of practitioners 
• Test, refine and adjust our practice based on reliable feedback and evaluation 
• Are committed to providing education which enables our young people to understand the 

world and change it for the better 
• Understand that effective teaching leads to the best possible outcomes in terms of student 

progress 
 

At Tallis, we expect our teachers to be highly qualified, with lively interest in our subjects; it is the 
responsibility of all teachers to ensure that our subject knowledge is deep, secure and continuing to 
develop. With this responsibility comes power: the freedom to teach students in the way that 
according to our values, beliefs and theories about education, students will learn best. With this 
freedom comes the responsibility of ensuring that these methodologies lead to an education that 
will enable our young people to understand the world and change it for the better.  
 
Teachers at Tallis are expected to be committed to our on-going professional development, not 
because we are not good enough, but because we can be even better.  
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Research shows us that we have this responsibility to our young people because disadvantaged 
students are disproportionally affected by the effectiveness of our teaching. We know that 
professional development is central to this because without effective professional development, 
teacher impact is reduced.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Research also suggests that schools which prioritise quality teaching and teacher learning and 
development are more effective than those which focus on other priorities. At Tallis, we do this 
through a combination of professional development and research and development. This means 
that we are disciplined teacher-researchers who participate in a professional, collegiate community 
of practitioners and test, refine and adjust our practice based on reliable feedback and evaluation. 
For further details of the school’s approach to teacher learning, research and professional 
development, please see the Teachers’ Professional Development Policy. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Finally, at Tallis we understand that effective teaching is defined as that which leads to improved 
student progress using outcomes that matter to their future success. Defining effective teaching is 
not easy – therefore, for a judgement about whether our teaching is effective to be seen as 
trustworthy, it must be checked against the progress being made by our students.  
 
PEDAGOGY (Our practice as teachers) 
Tallis teachers: 

• Consider what kinds of teaching will lead to the kind of learning that is needed 
• Develop our students’ learning dispositions through a systematic focus on habits of mind 

(Tallis Habits) 
• Use threshold concepts and powerful knowledge to foster depth of understanding 
• Teach challenging lessons that make our students think hard 
• Understand how young people learn, are able to evaluate the thinking behind students’ 

own methods, and can identify common misconceptions 
• Review students’ previous learning so that they have a secure base from which to develop 

their knowledge and understanding 
• Model the learning process, using a range of strategies, and put in place the necessary 

scaffolding to enable all students to achieve quality outcomes 
• Use effective questioning to probe students’ understanding and identify gaps in 

knowledge 
• Create opportunities for structured deliberate practice so that students are given time to 

craft and improve their work 
• Use formative assessment to identify strengths and weaknesses in students’ knowledge, 

understanding and skills and provide incisive feedback about what they can do to improve 
• Embed reading, writing and communication and, where appropriate, mathematics across 

the curriculum 
• Set challenging home learning that consolidates learning, deepens understanding and 

prepares students for future learning 
 



Learning happens when people have to think hard. 
- Robert Coe1 

 
Defining ‘good pedagogy’ is problematic. Ideally, we might define effective teaching as that which 
leads to high achievement by our students in valued outcomes, other things being equal. Tallis 
teachers understand that a ‘one-size-fits-all’ methodology is not appropriate for pedagogy; rather, 
we continually consider what kinds of teaching will lead to the kinds of learning our students need. 
 
Tallis teachers aim to have at our command a collection of behaviours, approaches, classroom 
practices and skills that are identified by research as being well-defined, implementable and linked 
to gains in student outcomes. We use our professional judgement to inform when and how best to 
employ them.  
 
The three cornerstones of our approach to pedagogy at Tallis are: Habits of Mind, Powerful 
Knowledge and Threshold Concepts.  

 
For a number of years, we have been involved in research 
about the value of creative learning. Out of this research a set 
of Habits of Mind has emerged that appear to be associated 
with successful creative learners.2 These are: 

 

                                                             
1 Robert Coe (2013). ‘Improving Education: A triumph of hope over experience.’ Inaugural lecture at Durham 
University, 18 June 2013. 

2 The Tallis Habits are based on Bill Lucas, Ellen Spencer, and Guy Claxton (2013) ‘Progression in Student 
Creativity in School: First steps towards new forms of formative assessment’ OECD Education Working Papers 
No 86. Paris: OECD Publishing. 



 
We are committed to helping all of our students develop these Habits of Mind as part of their 
everyday learning experience. Teachers embed the habits in lessons and schemes of work. We 
research the impact of habits focused learning and share our learning with each other and the 
students. 
 
We have developed a new tool for teachers called the TALLIS Habits Pedagogy Wheel. This is 
designed to be an aide memoire, encouraging colleagues to deliberately plan for the Habits and 
providing them with a quick reminder of the key pedagogical strategies that can be used. Beginning 
with key learning verbs, each segment of the wheel takes one of the Habits and builds outwards to 
explore how particular strategies used in the classroom can support the explicit development of 
particular habits of mind. This guide is published on the cover of teacher planners and as posters 
around the building. A guide to each of the strategies is available online with hyperlinks to additional 
resources. 
 
Curriculum and pedagogy: Powerful Knowledge and Threshold Concepts 



 
[The purpose of schooling] is to enable all students to acquire knowledge that takes them beyond 
their experience. It is knowledge which many will not have access to at home, among their friends, or 
in the communities in which they live. As such, access to this knowledge is the ‘right’ of all pupils as 
future citizens.  

- Michael Young3 
 
In Knowledge and the Future School, Young et al (2014) make a powerful case for a curriculum and 
pedagogy based on what the authors call ‘powerful knowledge’. A ‘Future 3’ school curriculum 
synthesises ‘traditional’ (knowledge as given) and ‘progressive’ (knowledge as a social construct) 
pedagogies, treating subjects as the most reliable tools we have to help students acquire powerful 
knowledge and make sense of the world. Subjects are a resource to take students beyond their 
experience, to challenge their existing ideas. All students have an equal entitlement to this powerful 
knowledge; an entitlement which should not be limited on grounds of assumed ability or motivation, 
ethnicity, class or gender. At Thomas Tallis, we believe that: 
 

1. Knowledge is worthwhile in itself. 
Tell children this unapologetically: learning is the purpose of adolescence. 

2. Schools share powerful knowledge on behalf of society. 
We teach what children need to make sense of and improve the world. 

3. Shared and powerful knowledge is verified through learned communities. 
We are model and current learners, in touch with research and subject associations. 

4. Children need powerful knowledge to understand and interpret the world. 
Without it they remain dependent upon those who have it or misuse it. 

5. Powerful knowledge is cognitively superior to that needed for daily life. 
It transcends and liberates children from their daily experience. 

6. Shared and powerful knowledge enables children to grow into useful citizens. 
As adults they can understand, cooperate and shape the world together. 

7. Shared knowledge is a foundation for a just and sustainable democracy. 
Citizens educated together share an understanding of the common good. 

8. It is fair and just that all children should have access to this knowledge. 
Powerful knowledge opens doors: it must be available to all children. 

9. Accepted adult authority is required for shared knowledge transmission. 
The teacher’s authority to share knowledge is given and valued by society. 

10. Pedagogy links adult authority, powerful knowledge and its transmission. 
We need quality professionals to achieve all this for all of our children. 

 
An overarching Programme of Study organises the powerful knowledge we want our students to 
learn. The development of each programme of study is an inherently creative process: the process 
by which we take the desired outcomes from the curriculum and convert them into engaging 
activities in our classrooms. Insodoing, each subject area has also defined their signature pedagogy – 
the core values that underpin the kind of teaching that will lead to the desired kind of learning. The 
Programme of Study begins by defining what learners should understand, know and be able to do in 
each subject by the end of KS4 (and, where appropriate, KS5), and then works backwards to devise a 
programme of study from y7 to achieve that.  
  

                                                             
3 Michael Young and David Lambert, with Carolyn Roberts and Martin Roberts (2014), Knowledge and the 
Future School: Curriculum and Social Justice. London: Bloomsbury, p.10. 



 
 
Broadly speaking, the three headings of the programme of study (above) correspond to the 
conceptual (‘knowing that’), content (‘knowing what’) and procedural (‘knowing how’) knowledge 
entailed by this curriculum. Threshold Concepts are the big ideas that will help students develop a 
deeper understanding of a subject; they are not meant to be instantly understood. Once opened, 
they introduce students to troublesome knowledge - a new way of seeing the subject they are 
studying.  
 
A threshold concept can be considered as akin to a portal, opening up a new and previously 
inaccessible way of thinking about something  

 - Jan Meyer and Ray Land 
Threshold concepts are: 

• Transformative: Once understood, they change the way students see the subject and 
themselves. 

• Irreversible: They are difficult to unlearn. 
• Integrative: Once learned, they are likely to bring together different parts of the subject 

which students hadn’t previously seen as connected. 
• Bounded: Clearly defined in relation to other concepts 
• Troublesome: They are likely to present students with a degree of difficulty and may 

sometimes seem incoherent or counter-intuitive. 
• Discursive: The student’s ability to use the language associated with that subject changes as 

they change.4  
 
In short, Threshold Concepts are what we as teachers agree are the big ideas in our various 
disciplines. They help our students to make sense of their journey through school. They are a way of 
making explicit to students the foundational ideas in our subjects, and thereby helping them to 
reach mastery. Threshold concepts, when combined with the content of the curriculum (the 
‘knowing what’), provide students with the conceptual and propositional knowledge they need.  
 
Finally, the Fundamental Skills provide the ‘knowing how’ to apply this knowledge appropriately. 
This procedural knowledge develops disciplinary habits of mind - ways of thinking that are 
developed through sustained engagement with the subject. These sound disciplinary foundations 
ultimately develop students’ interdisciplinary habits of mind. 
 
Challenge 
 
There are two ways to interpret the phrase ‘stretch and challenge’. On the one hand, it relates to 
whole-class teaching and the importance of stretching and challenging every pupil’s thinking. On the 
other, it relates to individuals and the importance of pushing the thinking of the most able pupils. 
Both interpretations are equally valid and essential components of great teaching. 

Mike Gershon5 
 
                                                             
4 Meyer, J.H.F. and Land, R. (2003) ‘Threshold concepts and troublesome knowledge: linkages to ways of 
thinking and practising’, in: Rust, C. (ed.), Improving Student Learning - Theory and Practice Ten Years On. 
Oxford: Oxford Centre for Staff and Learning Development (OCSLD), pp 412-424.  
5 Mike Gershon, ‘Elongate their learning’. TES article, 15th February 2003. 



Challenge is the driving force of teaching. Only by giving our students work that makes them 
struggle, and having the highest expectations of them, will we be able to move them beyond what 
they know and can do now.  
 
Core values for teaching challenging lessons that make our students think hard 
 

• It is not just about the ‘most able’. All learners are entitled to be stretched and challenged. 
Our ethos is to teach to the top in every class. 

• We should have high expectations of all students, all of the time. 

 •  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In order to teach challenging lessons that make our students think hard, we should: 
 

• Teach to the top – use the most able children in your class as the driver, not a bolt-on extra 
• Avoid all, most, some learning objectives and instead make learning objectives single and 

challenging for all 
• Know who our high starters are; know what they can do well and not so well; know how to 

push and challenge them, to keep them in the struggle zone 
• ‘Scale up’ content by taking into account the expected knowledge, concepts and skills in our 

subject and teaching our classes just beyond that point. 
• Set high expectations, and make students aware we are doing so. 
• Embed a challenging classroom ethos through the language we use with students and help 

motivate them to accept tough challenges 
• Ensure that students know what excellence looks like 
• Use questioning to probe students to stretch them further 
• Provide feedback that challenges their thinking 

More Able Learner Principles: 



 
 
Challenge – a planning and reflection tool 
 

• Are all students expected to develop their knowledge and skills during the lesson? 
• Are learning objectives challenging for all? 
• Is the bar of expectation high for all students? 
• Is appropriate support and scaffolding in place to enable all students to achieve this 

level of expectation? 
• Is formal, subject-specific, academic language modelled by teachers and encouraged 

from students? 
• Are examples of excellence shared, discussed and deconstructed with the class? 
• Is subject content relevant and challenging? 
• Do you know who the most able are in your class and are you thinking about how to 

stretch them every lesson? 
 
For more information about how to stretch and challenge in the classroom, please see the More Able 
Learners Policy. 
  
(Pedagogical) content knowledge and Quality of instruction 
 
According to the research of Coe et al (2014), the two elements of teaching with the strongest 
evidence of improving students’ attainment are: 
 

• teachers’ content knowledge, including their ability to understand how students think about 
a subject and identify common misconceptions 



• quality of instruction, which includes using strategies like effective questioning and the use 
of assessment 

 
This means that as well as a strong understanding of the material being taught, Tallis teachers 
should also aim to understand the ways students think about the content, be able to evaluate the 
thinking behind students’ own methods, and identify students’ common misconceptions. However, 
this kind of pedagogical content knowledge also needs to be supported by high quality instruction 
and support. Specific practices like reviewing previous learning, providing model responses for 
students, giving adequate time for practice to embed skills securely and progressively introducing 
new learning (scaffolding) are also crucial elements of highly effective teaching.6 
 
One model of effective instruction is provided by David Didau, whose view is that effective teaching 
needs explanation, modelling, scaffolding and (deliberate) practice. He proposes the use of a 
teaching sequence for developing independence that looks like this: 

 
 
The four stages of the teaching sequence are all essential components of quality instruction. 
Explaining and modelling is about ensuring that we have taught our students what they need to 
know and how to do it. Scaffolding begins the process of letting go, before practice makes 
permanent.7  
 
Another model for codifying what quality instruction and support might look like in the classroom is 
provided by educational psychologist Barak Rosenshine (2010), who has summarised 40 years of 
research on effective instruction with a key set of principles that maximise its impact. In outline the 
ten principles are: 
 

1. Begin a lesson with a short review of previous learning 
2. Present new material in small steps, with student practice after each step 
3. Ask a large number of questions and check the responses of all students 
4. Provide models for problem solving and worked examples  
5. Guide student practice 
6. Check for student understanding 
7. Obtain a high success rate 

                                                             
6 Robert Coe, Cesare Aloisi, Steve Higgins and Lee Elliot Major (2014). What Makes Great Teaching? Review of 
the Underpinning Research (London: Sutton Trust) 
7 David Didau, The Secret of Literacy (Carmarthen: Independent Thinking Press, 2014), p.21 



8. Provide scaffolds for difficult tasks 
9. Require and monitor independent practice 
10. Engage students in weekly and monthly review8 

 

 
 
 

                                                             
8  Barak Rosenshine (2010). Principles of Instruction. (Geneva: International Academy of Education). 



For a more detailed summary of Rosenshine’s Principles of Instruction, please visit: 
https://belmontteach.wordpress.com/2015/05/29/10-research-based-principles-of-instruction-for-
teachers/ 
 
Questioning  

 
 
Questioning has always been an essential part of 
what teachers do. However, research suggests 
that teachers in the UK ask far more questions 
than in many other parts of the world, and that 
our questions aren’t as good! As much as 80% of 
our classroom questioning is based on closed, 
lower-order, factual recall questions, relies 
ubiquitously on hands-up, and rarely includes 
thinking time. (“What is the chemical symbol for 
oxygen?” “O”, “Well done.”) We need instead 
questioning that requires students to think, not 
just to report someone else’s thinking. 
 
Questioning is less effective when: 
 

• It’s not clear why we are asking a particular question 
• We pose closed questions that require short answers  
• We pile up questions so that they become confusing 
• We launch into difficult questions without building up to them 
• We use a scattergun approach around the room 
• We accept the first answer given and then we move on 
• We ask questions which require students to ‘guess what’s in our head’ 
• We don’t involve the whole class 
• We are afraid to show when an answer is wrong 

 
How to ask better questions 
 

• Emphasise our classrooms as places for exploring ideas, in which making mistakes is a 
natural part of learning.  This will enable us to explore the content of what has been said, 
showing when and how it may not be correct, instead of offering superficial praise for 
answers. 

• Always build in thinking time and oral rehearsal. This will develop more thoughtful 
responses and is more likely to encourage a wider range of responses from a broader range 
of pupils. A great way of doing this is to: 

• Use ‘no hands-up’ strategies such as Think-Pair-Share. Instead of ‘hands up’, we ask students 
to discuss their answers in pairs for a short period and then call individuals to respond, 
reporting back on their discussion.  We then engage in a dialogue with the respondent, 
exchanging three or four responses to probe more deeply (“What were you saying in your 



pair?” “Why do you think that might be the right answer?” “Can you link that to what x said 
earlier?” “Does that happen all the time or just in this case?” Etc). 

• Give clear instructions and conditions. To develop more thoughtful, developed responses, 
we ask “why and “how” questions that require students to analyse and evaluate, as well as 
more simple skills such as to recall or to explain.  

 
For more detailed strategies and resources related to questioning, please access the folder here. 
 
Formative assessment and feedback 
 
How do we get inside students’ heads and turn up the knob that regulates quality and effort? 

 - Ron Berger 
 
Formative assessment is defined by Dylan Wiliam as using evidence about learning to adapt teaching 
and learning to meet student needs. This means clarifying, sharing and understanding learning 
objectives and success criteria (nb: this does NOT mean asking students to copy down learning 
objectives from the board!), eliciting evidence of learners’ achievement through questioning, 
providing feedback that moves learning forward and activating students as owners of their own 
learning. 
 
As we get to know our students, and understand what they are capable of and where we want them 
to get to in their learning, we can give them feedback to really challenge their thinking. To support 
learning, areas for improvement are often more effective if they are expressed as questions: ‘Could 
you give an example?’, ‘What else does this make you think of?’, ‘How does this compare with...?’ 
We should not be providing students with the answer, but expecting them to think and to refine 
their work as a result. 
 
Our analysis of the research has informed four ground rules for giving effective written feedback: 
 

1. Written feedback should result in more 
work for students than it does for teachers. 

2. Written feedback should have some kind of 
meaningful impact on learning. If learning 
happens when we think hard, feedback 
should seek to provoke thought. Therefore, 
it should provide hints and clues but make 
students work for ‘the answer’. 

3. Written feedback should be given sparingly 
so that it is meaningful. Too-frequent written feedback can create dependence. 

4. Written feedback should not be accompanied by a grade or KS3 attainment threshold, as 
this seems to interfere with students’ ability to act on instructional feedback. 

 
For full details about our approach to feedback, please see our marking and feedback policy. 
 
Literacy and numeracy 
 
Literacy and numeracy are the core skills underpinning learning; poor literacy or numeracy skills, in 
particular, hold back students’ progress and can have a continuous impact on their lives following 



education. The teaching of literacy and numeracy is the responsibility of all teachers, and it is all of 
our responsibility to ensure that: 
 

• All students are using correct spelling, punctuation and grammar in their work and using 
subject specific terminology appropriately, and that we are checking and monitoring this as 
part of our marking; 

• Our displays promote literacy and numeracy in a positive and meaningful way; 
• Reading for pleasure is at the heart of a student’s experience and we are promoting it 

effectively in our subjects; 
• All teachers are teachers of literacy and are creating meaningful opportunities for students 

to become effective writers, readers, speakers and listeners in all subjects; 
• Students have the skills to approach a range of different texts, and can respond to them with 

confidence 
• The library is a central and thriving part of the school, and all subjects are using the space 

and resources in a meaningful way; 
• All staff, particularly tutors, promote and support literacy initiatives, such as reading time in 

tutor and national events, such as World Book Day. 
• We understand what numeracy is and how to effectively teach the mathematics skills 

required in our subject areas. 
• We are aware of how we can support the delivery of numeracy within our subjects. 
• We ensure that numerical tasks included in our lessons are age and ability appropriate and 

used accurately. 
• We consider numeracy in our short and medium-term planning. 

 
For further details of our whole-school approach to literacy and numeracy, please see our literacy 
and numeracy policies. 
 
Visual literacy 
 
At Tallis we believe that literacy is a multimodal, social practice that encompasses a wide range of 
‘texts’ and tools, both analogue and digital. Whilst we recognise our duty to teach all students to 
read, write and speak effectively, another important aptitude we help them develop is visual 
literacy. It is all of our responsibility to ensure that we: 
 

• Pay attention to the ways in which we present visual information to students (E.g. charts, 
maps, graphics, presentations, wall displays etc.) 

• Refer to the Displays for Learning policy for guidance on the design and use of visual 
information in classroom and corridor displays. 

• Model good design habits. Try to design for legibility, clarity, harmony, balance, brevity and 
impact. Try to avoid excessive text, confusing layouts, competing design elements, clashing 
colours, misaligned items etc. 

• Use a range of strategies to develop students’ abilities to decode visual ‘texts’. Encourage 
students to consider issues such as production (who made it?), distribution (how is it 
shared?) composition (how is information arranged?), purpose (what is it for?), audience 
(who is it for?), medium (how was it made?), scale (how big is it?), emotional impact (how 
does it make me feel?) etc. 

• Explore the conventions or ‘rules’ of visual presentation with students (E.g. The visual 
elements of line, shape, form, tone, texture, pattern, colour and the principles of design - 
harmony, balance, rhythm, hierarchy, scale, emphasis, movement, contrast etc.) 

• Teach students how to critically evaluate visual ‘texts’. How have they been influenced, 
moved, persuaded, coerced? etc. 



• Celebrate students’ sensitivity to visual phenomena - noticing, admiring, appreciating, 
responding etc. 

• Encourage students to create their own visual ‘texts’, experimenting with a range of 
strategies, in order to understand their impact and effectiveness. 

 
For further details of our whole-school approach to visual literacy, please see our Visual Literacy 
Policy. 
 
Independent learning 
 
Research in the last decade has begun to focus on the relationship between home learning and 
student achievement and has shown a clear resulting improvement, particularly for students at 
secondary school. At Tallis we believe that independent learning forms a vital part of students' 
learning experiences, helping to embed knowledge and skills acquired in class and providing young 
people with an opportunity to develop a range of crucial learning habits including independent 
thinking, creativity, resilience and initiative.  
 
Why is independent learning important? 

• It can develop inquisitiveness, by providing opportunities for long term research and other 
work.  

• It can develop collaboration, by involving parents and others in the learning process and so 
providing an important motivational function. 

• It can develop persistence, by allowing students to develop their ability to work 
independently.  

• It can develop discipline, by allowing valuable practice and extension of skills, knowledge 
and understanding learned in the classroom. 

• It can develop imagination, by allowing students to use materials and other sources of 
information that are not always available in the classroom. 

 
Independent learning should: 

• Be clear, well scaffolded, and be able to be done independently, with minimum support. 
• Have just the right amount of challenge. Not so challenging that students easily give up, but 

not so simple that they may as well not bother. 
• Have taken into account the resources that students will need, and any further support, to 

complete the work to a high standard. 
• Be monitored for completion and act as an integral part of the ongoing learning cycle. 
• Have elements that encourage curiosity and enquiry to flourish. Such work can be 

completed in the time slot allocated, but that wouldn’t stop a student going on a flight of 
excellence that sees him or her lost in learning that is wholly worthwhile. 

 
Effective independent learning strategies include: 

• Flipped learning  - preparing for the next lesson 
• Online learning, eg GCSE Pod 
• Research or presentation-based tasks 
• Extended enquiries 
• Revision for high frequency low stakes tests 
• Preparing for formal assessments 
• Reading (with something checking it has been completed) 
• Tasks which can be peer- or self-assessed 



 
All independent learning should be set using PARS. For full details of our expectations with regards to 
home learning, please see our independent learning policy. 

CULTURE (Our role as teachers) 
Tallis teachers: 

• encourage the development of particular character traits (Tallis Character) 
• engage students through good relationships  
• are determined that students achieve well by setting and modelling very high standards in 

terms of quality of work and conduct for everyone 
• promote a growth mindset alongside our students 
• manage time, classroom resources and behaviour effectively, developing a positive and 

stimulating environment 
• cultivate a culture of critique, a safe and challenging environment in which students are 

eager to improve their learning 
• establish and maintain positive home/school relations by providing parents with clear and 

timely information on how well their child is progressing and how to support them 
• challenge stereotypes and the use of derogatory language in lessons and around the 

school 
• value the diversity of students’ experiences and provide them with an understanding of 

people and communities beyond their immediate experience 
 

At Tallis we believe that who we are and how we treat each other is an essential part of preparing 
for a happy and successful future, as well as achieving our best and flourishing now. As a community 
we have agreed on five core character traits which make us ‘Tallis’. We therefore strive to 
be: KIND, HONEST, FAIR, RESPECTFUL & OPTIMISTIC. 

 

 



 

Tallis Character is about helping young people to become thinking and caring people who can 
flourish throughout their lives. A concerted effort to help the members of our school community live 
by the values outlined in our character traits will not only strengthen the Tallis Community, by 
placing a focus on how we treat others, but will also contribute to the overall success of the 
students.  

The importance of Tallis Character to classroom culture is also supported by research evidence. The 
quality of interactions between us and our students, and our expectations as teachers create a 
classroom climate that is constantly demanding more, but still recognising students’ self-worth. This 
includes: 
 

1. Using the vocabulary of character 
2. Thinking about the way we give and receive praise 
3. Planning how to develop our classroom culture 
4. Sharing our ‘at best’ stories 
5. Using affirmation or correction feedback 
6. Modelling the traits 
7. Making use of ‘teachable moments’ 

 
 

High expectations and growth mindset 



You show me a teacher who’s satisfied with what they’re doing, and I will show you a teacher with 
low expectations. 

 - Dylan Wiliam 

At Tallis, we believe in having and setting high expectations of all our students, all of the time. We 
believe that no child’s ability is fixed and that all children can learn and make progress through 
dedication, hard work and excellent teaching. This involves attributing student success to effort 
rather than ability and valuing resilience to failure. We embed a challenging classroom ethos 
through the language we use with students to help motivate them to accept tough challenges. Here 
are some key phrases that can be useful to communicate our expectations of, and beliefs about, 
students’ potential. 

• The power of ‘yet’: When a student says ‘I can’t do it,’ we should end their sentence with 
‘yet!’ 

• ‘If it’s not excellent, it’s not finished’ is a great mantra for reinforcing the idea of continuous 
improvement and redrafting. 

• If you’re not struggling, you’re not learning.’ We need to remind students that struggle is a 
good thing and not a sign of weakness. 

• Students appreciate being told, ‘This is hard, but in time I believe you can get there.’ 

• When a student is stuck, rather than giving them the answer straight away, we can use the 
response, ‘Keep thinking about it. I’ll come over in a couple of minutes if you’re still stuck.’  

• Or, if we believe that with extra time and thinking the student can realistically cope with the 
task, we could even try asking the question, ‘What would you do/say/write if you weren’t 
stuck?’ 

Classroom management and the Craft of the Tallis Classroom 

Our abilities to make efficient use of lesson time, to coordinate classroom resources and space, and 
to manage students’ behaviour with clear rules that are consistently enforced, are all relevant to 
maximising the learning that can take place; these environmental factors are necessary for good 
learning rather than its direct components.  

Basic Rules  

1. Keep your room tidy 
2. Impose a seating plan 
3. Learn and use children’s names 
4. Never allow talking when you are teaching the class 
5. Achieve and use silence every lesson 

 

 

 

Remember it this way: 

1. Plan everything 
a. Plan lessons with timings   



b. Have enough of everything you need.  
c. Know the behaviour system inside.   
d. Have a back-up plan if the IT fails.  
e. Be exact about timings at the beginning and the end  
f. Always be packed up on time  

 
2. Rule the room 

a. Train your classes to line up sensibly.  
b. Be in the room first.  
c. Exchange pleasantries. 
d. The children are invited guests, on your terms.  
e. Look to your display boards.  
f. Deal with any graffiti IMMEDIATELY.    
g. Keep the front desk tidy  
h. Make sure the room is left tidy.   
i. Establish routines  
j. Tidy up a messy room 
k. Challenge colleagues who leave rooms messy  
l. Just water, no gum  
m. Allow toileting on your terms  

 
3. Own the Seating 

a. As a default, arrange the desks in rows facing the front.   
b. Enforce a seating plan for every class .  
c. Learn the children’s names. Learn their names.  
d. Split difficult groups up  
e. Use group work and tables ONLY when you are able to control the class  
f. Use horseshoe arrangements with care.  .   
g. Put troublemakers at the back 

 
4. Be the Lighthouse 

a. Constantly scan the room.   
b. All children should face you at all times  
c. Don’t fiddle with your laptop.  
d. Don’t use complicated technology if it slows down learning.   
e. Don’t turn your back for more than 5 seconds at a time.   
f. Call children to your desks to help them.   
g. Cultivate withitness.  Don’t miss a thing.  

 
5. Claim the silence 

a. Train the class to work in silence 
b. Quash disrupters.   
c. Be the lighthouse 
d. Use the sanctions  
e. Differentiate so that all children learn silence  
f. Confiscate phones that get in the way of learning.   

 
6. One voice 

a. No one talks over you. Stop, reprimand, wait for silence.   
 

7. Make yourself clear  
a. Give clear instructions  
b. Exaggerate the distinctions between activities.   
c. If there is any moving to be done start with stillness  
d. Give positive instructions.   
e. Never ask a question to which you don’t want the obvious answer.  



f. Always give specific instructions for behaviour.   
g. Sound pompous, be the terrier  

 
8. Keep it civil 

a. Good manners are kindness in action.   
b. Model the behaviour and the respect you want 
c. Start each lesson with a polite taking of the register.  
d. Make eye contact with each child, frequently.   
e. Always be polite with ‘Please’ and ‘Thank you’. 
f. Don’t shout 
g. Don’t be sarcastic.  
h. Make your instruction then back off for 90 seconds.  
i. Don’t get into argy-bargy.   
j. Never allow a child to speak disrespectfully to you.   

 
9. Be the Terrier (friendly but determined)  

a. Get the basics in place  
b. Expect it to be hard  
c. Praise effort. 
d. Don’t give too much publicity to troublemakers.  
e. Let your no be no.   
f. Use a formal voice and register.   
g. Follow school conventions and rules  

 
10. Take it seriously 

a. Sort it out yourself first before you pass it up.   
b. Pace yourself.  Don’t get overtired.   
c. Work with your team persistently on behaviour.  
d. Your aim is good order, with children working and thinking hard.  
e. If you can do all the above, you’ve got it.  

 

And always: log incidents and follow up on sanctions 

For further details of our expectations with regards to classroom management, please read The Craft 
of the Tallis Classroom. 

A culture of critique 
 
An effective classroom culture is one where critique is welcomed, needed and asked for by the 
students. Building a culture of critique is a powerful and effective way of working with groups or 
whole classes. Effective critique employs well-defined outcomes and is immensely powerful. It avoids 
student feedback that just says ‘make it neater, do it better, improve spelling’ etc. It is also as 
powerful for the student giving the feedback as it is for the recipient. 
 
To create an effective culture, critique must be introduced and taught through modelling and regular 
practice. Berger’s three rules of critique are as follows: 
 
Be Kind. It’s essential that the critique environment feel safe, and the class and I are vigilant to guard 
against any hurtful comments. This includes sarcasm. 
Be Specific. No comments such as It’s good or I like it; these just waste our time. 



Be Helpful. The goal is to help the individual and the class, not for the critic to be heard. Echoing the 
thoughts of others or cleverly pointing out details that are not significant to improving the work also 
wastes our time. (Berger, An Ethic of Excellence, p.939) 
 
Critique should facilitate time and space to continually discuss, improve and re-draft aspects of 
student work, and in doing so should address issues and specific aspects of learning as they arise. 
This facilitates the powerful experience of effort resulting in real culture of excellence.  
 
For further information about critique, please see the marking and feedback policy. 
 
Relationships and wider school culture 
 
Tallis is a liberal and inclusive community with high positive peer pressure amongst staff and 
students. Part of our wider role as teachers at Tallis is to establish and maintain positive home / 
school relations by liaising and communicating with parents. Our assessment and reporting structure 
and parents’ evenings are designed to provide parents with clear and timely information on how 
well their child is progressing and how to support them. It is all of our responsibility to ensure the 
information we provide students and parents is kind, specific and helpful. When communicating in-
person, by phone or by email please refer to Appendix 1: the Tallis Standards for parental 
communication, which can also be found in your teacher planner. 
 
We value the diversity of our school community, and we all play a role in shaping wider school 
culture. We do this by modelling the very best standards of conduct, tolerance and professionalism, 
including challenging stereotypes or derogatory language based on race, gender, sexuality, religion 
or culture. So that our young people may understand the world and change it for the better, we 
have a responsibility to use our subjects as a resource to take students beyond their experience and 
to challenge their existing ideas, an entitlement which is not be limited on grounds of assumed 
ability or motivation, ethnicity, class or gender. We all embody values of objectivity, openness to 
challenge, rationalism and respect for all humans. 
 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 1: The Tallis Standards for parental communication 

                                                             
9 Berger, Ron (2003) An Ethic of Excellence: Building a Culture of Craftmanship with Students (Portsmouth, NH: 
Heinemann Educational Books). 



 

Appendix 2: The Tallis Fair Workload Charter 



 


